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Position Title - QA Manual Tester - Remote - Contract

Job Code LOR - 35690

Job Description Job Title: QA Manual Tester 

Location: 100% Remote

Duration: Long term

 
Job Responsibilities:

Duties include providing high-quality services and applications by coding, testing, debugging,

documenting, and maintaining programs. Developing and modifying moderately complex information

systems involving most phases of systems analysis and programming.Analyze, code, test, and

document programs and enhancements.

Conduct code walkthroughs to assure the quality of programs developed by other associates.

Mandatory Skills Description:

Experience Manual test plans, expected test results, actual test results, identified issues, and steps to

replicate accessibility findings

4-6 years of QA experience,

Experience with one or more of the following; Selenium, JAVA, SQL

experience in object-oriented programing.

experience with Defect tracking software for agile teams. i.e. Jira, Qtest, etc.

Ability to understand and explain technical issues and their implications for projects and business

decisions, facilitate discussion and resolution of problems, and mentor other IS associates

Proficient at understanding and explaining technical issues and their implications for projects and

business decisions, facilitating discussion and resolution of problems, and mentoring other IS

associates

Proficient at working collaboratively with product teams to develop, maintain, and implement

applications, regarding digital accessibility technologies, policies, standards, and best practices

experience documenting test plans, expected test results, actual test results, identified issues, and

steps to replicate accessibility findings

experience in mentoring and/or coaching multiple product teams within an agile software development

organization

Proficient in written, verbal, and presentation communication skills including the ability to create and

maintain best practice documentation and practices, used across multiple systems and functional areas

Responds well to direction, embraces feedback, and champions change

Ideal candidate will have experience and understanding of financial services industry and regulatory

requirements

 
Nice-to-Have Skills:
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Understanding of Product Teams and Agile methodology and practices
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